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Item Rated 

This session: 

Your Average 

All sessions: 

Overall 

Average 

Note: a rating of 3.8 or better is acceptable. 

Carol Quinn  

4.6311 4.3840 

Content presented matched the session description in the conference 

program 

4.6442 4.3830 

Rating Scale: 5 = Excellent; 4 = Very Good; 3 = Good; 2 = Fair; 1 = Poor. A 5.0000 rating is the highest rating. 

 

 

Item Rated This session: All sessions: 

 

Which was the most important  The speaker himself or herself: element that 
impacted your decision  

to attend this session? The organization or company  

the speaker represents: 

The topic covered in the session: 

Did you think the speaker was selling his or her services  

or products from the platform? Yes: 

No: 

0% 

0% 

100% 

16% 

84% 

4% 

1% 

94% 

9% 

91% 
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Great presentation, one of my favorites! Great material and really liked the speakers! Kind of selling her material but in 

a very acceptable way  - much better/nicer then some of the other presenters. Would attend a session with her again! 

The speaker was very insightful and gave great info. I learned a lot! 

Speaker is not knowledgeable about new laws in her area. Specifically she advised a room full of HR professionals to 

ask a job seeker what their current salary is when it is now illegal to ask candidates those questions. 

She was excellent. Great content with concrete examples. This will help me immediately. 

Interesting process. 

Liked the perspective of interviewing - will definitely try! 

Great info - one concern is Carol spoke in the middle of the room for the first half of the session, with her back to the 
front of the room. Not as engaging for those in the front rows. 

Very competent. Expert. Very insightful! I learned a lot! 

Not a hard sell, but since topic was defined in book it was relevant. Very meaningful, applicable content. 

Awesome session! Thank you! 

Confident presentation style. Nice use of humor. 

Best class attended. 

Excellent, engaging and informative session. 

She was very engaging with the crowd. 

Best session I saw, learned a lot and I am only a student! 

Great & relevant presentation! Maybe some opinion based info in the beginning but overall great! 

The speaker is clearly passionate and believes in the importance of providing the content. She was ready to go. Offered 

giveaways to keep audience who arrived early engaged and provided clear tips and challenging questions and 
examples to get attendees thinking about their current practices. 

I really enjoyed the speaker and will use the material. She gave insight into how to better phrase interview questions to 
really understand a candidates motivations and attitude. 

Engaging. Detailed examples. 

Reviewed a lot of pertinent updated interview information. 

Felt was pushing book. 

This session was fantastic! Such great insight! 

Excellent speaker and content. 
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Great speaking presence. The slides were informative but not distracting. Slightly long winded. 

Interesting and engaging. 

Explore new content as compared to traditional interview questioned. 

She was interesting, very knowledgeable. I learned a lot to discuss with my team and implement in our interview 

process. 

Much appreciated. 

Great tips & examples. 

Speaker is extremely passionate about the topic. 

Great information! 

I would suggest not speaking from the aisle, as those of us in the front rows are alienated or forced to turn around in our 

chairs. Speaker should be aligned with her whole audience. 

She was patient to ensure we got everything on the slide before moving on. She was generous in offering gifts and 

prizes to participants. I thought it was quite detailed presentation but she rushed a bit towards the end perhaps because 

of the time. 

Speaker presentation was very clear & there was some audience interaction. Good presentation skills and content.  

She was very informative. I found the session very useful. 

Content was relevant to its title and the speaker provided helpful tips with interviewing. Speaker should provide more 

questions available in the slides. 

Excellent presentation. Eye opening insights. 

Very knowledgeable! Great presentation and interaction! 

Wanted more time - great content, very thought provoking! 

Eye opening and informative. Very useful! Contrary to normative thinking. 

She was awesome; I learned  a lot about interviewing questions that I will use.  

Great info. Wish she gave more specific MBI questions. 

Awesome presentation! I learned a lot and could feel the passion for the subject. 

Speaker spent first part of session speaking from behind me, down center aisle 5+ rows back from me in first row. Hard 

to connect with her and message. Message feels negative-driven. When an audience members answered a question 

she quickly said "no" and corrected them. Makes people fearful of answering. 

Carol was very engaging and innovative. It's clear she's passionate about what she's teaching. Will definitely implement 

I/E in our interview kits. 
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Very good tools and techniques. Mind shifting information. Presenter had good delivery to keep my attention. 

Completely eye opening! 


